Patented Australian Design
Safe, Dedicated Cleaner Connection System for all new Swimming Pools,
Spas and Filtered Ponds.
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SafeTSuction ROCKET provides a safe, low cost, dedicated
vacuum connection system for manual and automatic pool
cleaners in Concrete Pools, Fiberglass Pools, Spas and
Filtered Ponds
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SafeTSuction ROCKET has a patented “Flow selection
device” that ensures safe and reliable cleaner operation
and a shorter hose to ease the workload on the pump.
When cleaner is in use suction from other outlets is
reduced yet water is still being filtered.
* This unique system can be fitted IN or OUT of water.
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Problem: On standard wet-edge pools, where no skimmer box is installed. There is no easy or
safe way to vacuum from the pool.
Solution: Install the Davbroz SafeTSuction ROCKET. This will provide for safe vacuum
connection point/s for manual or automatic pool cleaning from the pool.
*There is no issue for the pump if the water level drops below the SafeTSuction ROCKET.
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•

Where a Skimmer is to be installed and is placed in the correct location to surface
skim, the SafeTSuction ROCKET can be fitted between the skimmer and the pump
on the common flow line. This provides a safe cleaner port and a shorter hose to
clean the bottom and sides while the skimmer continues to draw in surface debris
as it was designed to do.
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• For larger or Commercial pools any number of product can be fitted along
the common flow line to facilitate cleaning from the pool.
• Avoid the unnecessary cleaning operation illustrated below.
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• SafeTSuction ROCKET allows filtered ponds to be cleaned from the pond.
• The ROCKET can also be safely fitted outside of the pond and hidden
discreetly in the garden!
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* UL testing laboratory in California definition of SafeTSuction.
“ANSI/ASME A112.19.8 is intended for suction fittings, covers, grates
and similar entrapment prevention devices. Your product is none of
these. It is simply a component of the entire plumbing system, but not
the actual suction fitting that is relied upon to prevent hair, body, finger
and limb entrapment.”
Rhoderick Manalac. Staff Engineer UL California.
*SafeTSuction meets US Standard NSF/ANSI 50 for Water Circulation
system components and Related materials for Swimming Pools, Spas
and Hot tubs. Swimmers are never in danger of increased suction at
underwater outlets as the reverse occurs when the SafeTSuction cleaner
attachment port is in use.
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•
: When a neglected pool needs to be cleaned quickly, a hand
held vacuum cleaner attached to the SafeTSuction ROCKET will clean the pool
much faster than a robotic or an automatic suction cleaner. Even a pool with an
infloor system will benefit for only a small cost.
•
: SafeTSuction ROCKET operates from the common flow
line and therefore uses the same pump as the entire pool filtration system.
•
: Beachside areas that are sometimes covered in sand when a
strong onshore wind is blowing, have problems with infloor systems and
robotic cleaners. These pools are ideally suited to a SafeT’Suction ROCKET.
•
: SafeTSuction ROCKET is easily installed and the connection port
can be located IN or OUT of water.
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